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[57l ABmm 
A fiber optic attenuator of the invention is a mandrel 
structure through which a bundle of optical fibers is 
wrapped around in a complete circle. The mandrel 
structure includes a flexible cylindrical sheath through 
which the bundle passes. A set screw on the mandrel 
structure impacts one side of the sheath against two 
posts on the opposite side of the sheath. By rotating the 
screw, the sheath is deformed to extend partially be- 
tween the two posts, bending the fiber optic bundle to a 
small radius controlled by rotating the set screw. Bend- 
ing the fiber optic bundle to a small radius causes light 
in each optical fiber to be lost in the cladding, the 
mount depending upon the radius about which the 
bundle is bent. 
3 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 
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FIBER OPTIC AlTENUATOR 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
5 1. Origin of the Invention 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract, and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 
USC202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain 
title. 
2. Technical Field 
The invention is related to a mechanically actuated 
fiber optic attenuator. 
3. Background Art 15 
Fiber optic attenuators are required in cable televi- 
sion, communication networks such as fiber optic tele- 
phone networks and the like, to attenuate light transmit- 
ted through fiber optic bundles at selected locations. 
Conventional fiber optic attenuators typically exhibit 20 
high back reflection, temperature instability and vibra- 
tion sensitivity. There is a need for a fiber optic attenua- 
tor having no back reflection, no insertion loss, no 
Fabry-Perot effect, low vibration sensitivity and which 
has temperature stability. 25 
These and other objects and advantages of the inven- 
tion will become apparent in the following detailed 
description when taken in conjunction with the accom- 
panying drawings. 
SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE 
The invention is a mandrel structure through which a 
bundle of optical fibers is wrapped around in a complete 
circle. The mandrel structure includes a flexible cylin- 
drical sheath through which the bundle passes. A set 35 
screw on the mandrel structure impacts one side of the 
sheath against two posts on the opposite side of the 
sheath. By rotating the screw, the sheath is deformed to 
extend partially between the two posts, bending the 4o 
fiber optic bundle to a small radius controlled by rotat- 
ing the set screw. Bending the fiber optic bundle to a 
small radius causes light in each optical fiber to be lost 
in the cladding, the amount depending upon the radius 
about which the bundle is bent. 
The advantage of the fiber optic attenuator of the 
invention is that it has no back reflection, no insertion 
loss, no Fabry-Perot effect, low vibration sensitivity 
and good temperature stability, simplicity, rugged con- 
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FIG. 3 a view corresponding to FIG. 1 but showing 
the bending of the fiber optic bundle for optical attenua- 
tion. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a rigid plate 110 has a 
pair of holes 112,114 extending into a rectangular space 
or depression 115 in the major front surface of the plate 
110. A fiber optic bundle 116 passes through the holes 
112, 114. The bundle 116 is wrapped as many as ten 
times around the periphery of the depression 115 
through a bundle holder 117 at the top of the depression 
115 and an elastically deformable sheath 118 at the 
bottom of the depression 115 backed by a pair of posts 
1190, 119b fastened to the floor of the depression or 
space 115 and extending into the depression 115. A set 
screw 120 having a finger knob 122 is threadably en- 
gaged and extends through an internally threaded hole 
in the frame 110 into the depression 115 so as to abut the 
elastically deformable sheath. When the set screw 120 is 
rotated so as to drive the sheath 118 against the posts 
1190, 1196, an intermediate portion of the sheath 118 is 
forced to extend therebetween as illustrated in FIG. 3. 
This bends the fiber optic bundle 116 at its portion 
between the two posts 1190, 119b to a sufficiently small 
radius to cause light therein to be lost in the cladding 
thereof. 
While the invention has been described in detail by 
specific reference to preferred embodiments thereof, it 
is understood that variations and modifications thereof 
may be made without departing from the true spirit and 
scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A fiber optic attenuator comprising: 
a rigid plate having a depressed open space in a major 
surface thereof; 
a pair of coaxial holes extending through said plate 
parallel to said major surface on opposite sides of 
said depressed open space and into said open space; 
an elastically deformable sheath in said open space 
and a pair of posts fastened to a floor of said open 
space and backing said deformable sheath; 
a set screw extending through said plate in a direction 
parallel to said major surface having an outer end 
with a finger knob and an inner end abutting said 
sheath. 
2. The fiber optic attenuator of claim 1 further com- 
prising a fiber optic bundle of plural windings wrapped 
StruCtiOn and requires to interfaces Or interruptions Of 50 around the interior of said open space and though said 
the optical fibers in the bundle. deformable sheath, the ends thereof extending through 
said pair of holes. 
3. The fiber optic attenuator of claim 2 wherein said 
set screw pushes said deformable sheath so as to bend 
bodying the invention with no bending of the fiber optic 55 said fiber optic bundle between said pair of posts about 
bundle. a sufficiently small radius to attenuate light passing 
through said fiber optic bundle. 
FIG. 1. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a top view of a fiber optic attenuator em- 
FIG. 2 is a side view of the fiber optic attenuator of * * * * *  
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